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President’s Message:
I hope everyone is doing great and beating the heat.
This heat made me think back about technology. As a kid, A/C meant
windows down or open. Now, it seems like the end of the world if the
A/C isn't working. Computers were the size of buses with no internet.
All paper work was sent by couriers.
There is more memory on your phone than on the first NASA computer for the moon mission. Who ever thought electric cars would
take off? Technology is moving fast are we prepared for it? Don't
blink or you will be left behind.
Join us for ASCCA's September Team Weekend as we look at the future of the auto repair
industry. September 7-8 in Huntington Beach at Gustafson Brothers Automotive. The details
are on page 3.

Kirk Haslam
President, ASCCA Chapter 5
Advance Muffler
1234 E. Walnut St.
Pasadena CA 91106

UPCOMING MEETINGS & EVENTS
Aug 6 - David Fischer at Mijares
Sep 3 - Jack Molodanof at Mijares
Sep 7 & 8 - Team Weekend at Gustafson
Brothers Automotive, Huntington Beach

Foothill 5 Forum

Oct 1 - Oktoberfest at Montrose Bowl
Nov 5 - BAR Chief, Pat Dorais at Mijares
Dec 7 - Chapter Holiday Party

ASCCA Foothill Chapter 5 - 1443 E. Washington Blvd. #653; Pasadena, CA 91104-2650
Phone (626)296-6961; email ascca.05@gmail.com; www.ascca5.com

In July we had an “Education Open Forum” with educators
from Citrus, Rio Hondo, and East LA College. We listened
and discussed how we can better partner with our Automotive
Tech schools to raise up the next generation of technicians.

Shop Drawing
Nishika Auto Service was
drawn in the Shop Drawing,
and was not present to win
the $200 prize.
The prize will reset to $200 for
our August meeting.
Remember, you must be
present to win!
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Team Weekend Is Coming to Southern California!
Saturday & Sunday, September 7-8
at Gustafson Bros. Automotive in Huntington Beach
If you have never been to Gustafson Bros. this is your chance to tour a shop owner’s dream facility! John Gustafson, has spent the last 48 years growing an auto
mechanical & auto body shop into a thriving business with over 70 team members. Check out our three educational programs on Saturday, all designed to make
you see a bigger picture of our industry.

Team Weekend Schedule:

1:00 - 2:30

Future of the Auto Repair Industry: Bob Cushing, WORLDPAC

2:30 - 3:15

ASCCA Survey Results and Announcement of Winners: Rob Morrell, WORLDPAC

3:30 - 4:30

Be a 5-Star Shop on Google, Facebook and More!: Jenna Simon, Broadly

4:30 - 5:00

Auto Industry & Young Tech Involvement: John Gustafson, Gustafson Brothers Automotive

5:00 - 6:30

Dinner Provided by Drive

6:30 - 8:00

ADAS Demonstration at Autologic’s nearby location. Kevin Fitzpatrick, Autologic Diagnostics

Register Here!
Angels Tickets Raffle Winner

Here are a few pictures from Mike
Bedrossian of Lex Mastertech in
Pasadena who won our raffle with a
bid of $300 for two AMAZING tickets
donated by Dennis Giardina
of SC Fuels.
Two front-row seats behind home
plate was a great experience for
Mike and his son, neither one having
ever attended a professional
baseball game.
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Tax and Business Tips from Norm Blieden, CPA
Cash Flow Concepts That Can Save Your Business

A sad and oft-repeated truth is that half of all new businesses fail within the first five years. Although many factors
contribute to business failure, a common culprit is poor cash management. All businesses, large and small, must deal
with the uncertainty of fluctuating sales, inventories and expenses. Follow these practices to moderate the ebb and flow
of cash in your business:
• Analyze cash flow. If you don't know it's broken, you can't fix it. The starting point for any meaningful action to
control cash is discovering where the money's coming from and where it's going. Get a handle on cash by monitoring
your bank accounts for at least one complete business cycle; then use that information to establish a realistic forecast.
This should be done throughout the year to help you understand your seasonal cash needs.
• Monitor receivables. Extending credit to risky customers, failing to identify late payers, refusing to collect payment on a timely basis — these practices amplify cash flow problems. Mitigate receivable fluctuations by generating
aging reports. Use the report to follow up when payments are late. You may even wish to offer discounts to customers
who pay early.
• Slow down payments. Prudent cash flow management dictates that you retain cash as long as possible. So pay
your vendors on time — not too early. Of course, if suppliers offer discounts for early payment, take advantage of cost
savings whenever possible. Also consider negotiating with suppliers to extend payment terms.
• Time large expenses. If you know a property tax payment is due in May, start setting aside money in a separate
fund in October. The same holds true for any large payment that comes due during the year. If your equipment is nearing the end of its useful life or your roof is showing signs of wear, start saving now. Don't let big expenditures catch
you by surprise.
By taking these steps and endeavoring to smooth out cash fluctuations, proficient managers keep their companies
strong throughout the business cycle.

Business Advice: Every Impression Matters

With competition abounding for virtually every product or service, businesses need to hone every advantage available
to them. One of the ways you can set your business apart from the pack is to create an awesome customer experience
starting with the first interaction that continues through the entirety of the relationship. How does one foster this level
of customer service? Here are four steps to help you get there:
 Make a great first impression. The first impression a potential customer gets about your business can come from
many different avenues. Strive to make all of them impressive. Is your website fresh? Are your customer service reps
easy to talk to on the phone? Does your social media offer timely, relevant information? Is your lobby clean and organized? All details matter. A poor initial impression may drive your potential customer to the competition without a second thought.
 Manage the outcome. With every customer interaction, there are three potential outcomes: positive, negative and
neutral. In all cases, your goal must be to leave them feeling positive about your business. Unfortunately, many businesses limit themselves by removing the positive outcome right off the bat .For example, assume you receive a call
from a customer looking to hear about a new service. The employee that handles the service is not available and you
are limited in your knowledge. The worst thing you can say is, "I'm sorry, the person responsible for the service is not
here at the moment." In the customer's mind, you immediately removed the possibility of a positive outcome! Instead,
engage the customer to hear about their needs, gather as much information as possible and commit to finding the answers for them and calling them back immediately.
 Search for useful feedback. No matter how well you strive to offer top-notch customer service, there will always
be some instances that are less than favorable. Oftentimes, customers are more than willing to tell you about it, but you
need to have a system in place if you want to hear the story in a helpful way. This can be as simple as response cards at
the front desk or an automated email campaign looking for feedback. Encourage loyal customers to let you know how
you are doing so you get a holistic view of your performance.
 Turn problems into opportunities. Knowing your strengths can reaffirm your approach and help you set customer service performance goals. On the other hand, learning about a bad experience from a customer's perspective will
give you great insight into how you can improve. Use these problems to focus your activity. Over time the results of
this continual improvement can have a tremendous impact on your business.
Creating a culture that excels at customer service is attainable if you put in the effort to know your customer's needs
and understand that every impression matters!
As always, should you have any questions or concerns regarding your tax situation please feel free to call Norm Blieden, CPA at
(626) 440-9511
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9 Tips for Positively Responding to a Negative Review
By Nora Johnson This story was originally published in Ratchet+Wrench on July 8, 2019

“I look at having a negative review as an opportunity to grow our business and improve our customer
service,” says Donna Mead, Owner of Ken’s Automotive & Transmissions, in Frederick, Md.
Understandably, it may be difficult to view negative online reviews in the same way Mead does. A
one-star review can bring down the cumulative rating of a shop and present unknown issues.
Ashley D’Avico, owner of D’Avico’s Auto Repair in Wayne, Pa., views negative reviews similarly to
Mead, and, through quick thoughtful responses, has continued to hold the top Google search result
in her market organically, with the shop’s 200 reviews.
Through researching the reviewer’s concern and crafting a deliberate response, negative reviews can
become a learning opportunity—and a chance to save a customer from taking their business elsewhere.
1. Research the concern.
Negative reviews should be responded to in 24–48 hours, Mead suggests. But before responding to
the review, some research should be done.
D’Avico says it’s important to go back to your process and look at things, identify what made the
customer upset, and isolate the “why” behind it.
“When I go into it (a negative review) I always think the customer is right, first,” Mead says. “I’m looking at it from [the perspective of], what did we do to let this customer down?”

2. Look for common denominators.
Before deeply looking into a review, shop owners should look to see if there is a common denominator between it and other past negative reviews that they have received, Mead says. Is there one specific part of the process that is being brought up multiple times, or one specific employee?
“Is it a customer service problem, a repair problem? What's the common denominator,” Mead says.
D’Avico says that if a shop receives a lot of negative reviews, the owner should go back to their processes and talk to his or her staff to see how things are going.
If the reviewer’s issue is unique, more research needs to be done on that specific review to find out
the root of the isolated problem.
3. Interview your employees.
“When I receive a negative review online the first thing I do is interview my employees,” Mead says.
She will speak with whichever employees interacted with the reviewer or worked on the reviewer’s
vehicle to understand what may have happened and to see if they have any further information
about the situation.
It is important to interview the employees separately, Mead says, so a group-like mentality or argument doesn't start.
Mead will ask her employee the following questions: What needed to be fixed on the customer’s vehicle? What do you believe happened in the situation? Do you believe you did anything wrong? Did
the customer seem upset during the interaction?
Foothill 5 Forum
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“Figure out why it happened, so you can make sure it will never happen again,” D’Avico says.

4. Ask the customer.
In some cases, if employees are wishy-washy about the situation, Mead will call the customer that
left the review to get more information from them. Although, this is rare and has only happened
twice for Mead in the last 20 years.
“I’ll call the customer and say, ‘Can you explain to me exactly what happened?’ after I’ve interviewed employees. I then go back to my staff and get to the bottom of it,” she explains.
Between phone recordings, the repair order, and interviews, Mead says she can normally tell what
the root of the issue was.
Once understanding the issue deeper, Mead can correctly curate a response—or directly solve the
issue.
5. Craft the response.
Writing the perfect response to a negative review takes practice, Mead says. But a well crafted response can turn an unhappy reviewer into a satisfied and returning customer.
Even if the response doesn’t end up changing the reviewer’s mind, others reading the response will
see that the shop cares enough about the situation to put itself out there, D’Avico says.
“We respond because we care,” Mead says. “We care about the customers’ experience and we care
about what they like and don’t like. It helps us become a better shop so we can provide better service to the next customer that comes in.”
6. Show appreciation.
Each response should have a theme of appreciation throughout. Mead says the importance of the
ongoing appreciation is because the review is an opportunity for growth and a chance to better the
business.
Both Mead and D’Avico start their review responses with a “thank you,” to the customer for taking
the time to write a review, good or bad, and for sharing their experiences. The kindness and appreciation should continue throughout the response.
“You want to kill them with kindness; you don't want to be negative,” says D’Avico, “You just really
want to focus on getting to the bottom of it.”
7. Remove emotion.
In order to calmly respond to negative reviews in the most productive manner, Mead stresses the
importance of removing all emotion from the situation—and ultimately, the response. She explains
that removing emotion comes along with not taking the review too personally.
“Don’t take it personally, it’s not a personal attack,” Mead explains. “[The negative review] is an attack on how they (the customer) felt they were served, and that they didn’t get their value out of
their visit.”
She says the easiest way to remove emotion from a response, is to solely respond with the facts.
Mead is able to accomplish this because she is the one in the shop responding. Since she is not
directly involved in the physical repairs, she is able to use the information she gained from the employee(s), remove their emotions, and present the hard facts.
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

“That way, I’m looking at it as an outsider looking in,” she says. “I’m kind of a mediator between the
employee and the customer.”
8. Make it concise.
The less said in the response, the better, Mead says. Not only will the short response help force the
content to be hyper focused on the sole facts, but it will also help rid emotions and add to the professionalism.
The reviewer’s concern should be relisted and addressed directly, she says.
Current and potential customers will be reading the shop reviews—the good, the bad and, especially,
the ugly. Those individuals will also be reading the shop’s responses, Mead says. A short and professional response shows the potential returning or new customer that the shop is also professional,
and concerned about quickly and directly solving issues.

9. Go the extra mile.
In helping to resolve the reviewer’s issue, further actions can be included beyond a concise explanation.
“I would do whatever I could to try and make [the situation] as positive as possible, and correct whatever wrong was happening,” D’Avico says. “We do whatever we can do for the customer to get them
on our side again, and change the situation to become a more positive one.”
To ensure that the negative situation turns positive, D’Avico will leave her personal cell phone number, and tells the customer that they can call her 24/7, if they need her assistance. This exemplifies
how much the shop cares about its customers.
In one situation, a customer thought extra work was done on a vehicle that didn’t need it. In D’Avico’s
response, she said she would be happy to take the car apart on her expense and show him exactly
what was wrong to help solve the issue.
“You want people to know that you care, that you’re trying to make a difference, and that you care
enough to make the change,” D’Avico says.
Ratchet+Wrench is the leading progressive media brand exclusively serving auto care center owners and operators through examining in-depth real world struggles, successes and solutions from the industry. It provides our readers and users the inspiration, tools
and motivation to help them succeed in the auto care center industry.

The Automotive Service Councils of California, their officers, board members, employees, members
and affiliates in no way warrant the quality, competency, or merchantability of any goods or services
advertised in this publication. In connection with this disclaimer, the Automotive Service Councils of
California in no way warrant or insure the goods or services described herein, and each and every
individual contracting with these manufacturers shall do so at their own risk. Furthermore, individuals utilizing these services are forewarned that the Automotive Service Councils of California have
conducted no investigation into any representations made in any advertising, literature, or ad distributed by the advertisers in this or any other publication. Additionally, please be advised that the opinions and comments expressed by the contributors to this periodical are those of the contributors
alone and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Automotive Service Councils of California, or
ASCCA Chapter 5, or their officers, directors, members or staff.
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Competition Keeps You Sharp
By Joe Marconi This story was originally published in Ratchet+Wrench on July 31, 2019

My son was an accomplished wrestler in high school, competing in the New York State Championships. He continued competing during his college years. At a major tournament, in which my son
was ranked No. 1, the coached worried about his first match. In tournaments, the No. 1 ranked
wrestler competes against the bottom-ranked wrestler in the first round. When I asked the coach
why he worried about the bottom-ranked opponent, the coach replied, “Tough competition keeps
you sharp. Weaker competition makes you complacent.”
In business, as in sports, complacency occurs when you fail to recognize the strengths of your
competition—even if the competition is considered weaker than you. Complacency is caused by
many reasons. It could be the result of being successful, which gives you a false sense of security
that the good days will continue forever. Or, it could be that the business owner is so entrenched in
the day-to-day operations that he fails to recognize the world around him. Complacency also lowers your drive and your focus. It spreads to your employees. Eventually, this will have a detrimental
effect on your business.
However, loss of business due to complacency doesn’t happen overnight. It’s a slow, painful
death. One day you realize that your car counts are down, your customer base is dwindling and
your new customer acquisition is declining too.
Today, consumers have choice and competition is fierce. Every segment of the auto repair industry
wants a piece of the service and repair pie. You need to take a long hard look at your competition,
analyze it and study it. Then build a strategy around what you bring to the marketplace that will set
you apart from the rest.
One thing to keep in mind: In the business world, competition is everywhere. And it’s not just other
repair shops, dealerships or the tire store down the road. Your business is being judged and compared to by every experience the consumer encounters. In other words, if your customer had an
amazing experience at a local restaurant, your business will be judged against that experience,
too. But the question is: How should you compete?
In his book The Purple Cow, author Seth Godin makes the point that your business needs to be so
remarkable, people will stop in their tracks to learn more about you. To make the cow comparison:
Cows are essentially boring. They really don’t stand out. But, if you’re driving down a road and see
a purple cow in a field, you’ll more than likely stop your car to take a closer look. Now ask yourself:
Is your business boring? Does it have the look and feel as every other repair shop in town? What
can you do to make your business so remarkable, so different, that people will stop in their tracks
and take notice? This is a powerful marketing strategy.
No matter how successful your business may be, it’s wise to look at all prominent businesses in
your area. Find out who they are, how they market themselves and what makes them stand out.
Then, create a strategy that differentiates your business from the rest. By the way, never compete
with another business by copying what it does or by the benefits it offers. Copying the competition
is what many businesses do, and it’s a mistake. Studying the competition is more about learning
what they do, and then finding out what makes you different. What can your business bring to the
marketplace that will make people take notice? Think about the company Harley Davidson. When
you drive a Harley Davidson, you drive a Harley. It’s not a motorcycle—it’s a Harley. Harley Da(Continued on page 10)
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Embracing Artificial Intelligence In Auto
Repair Shops
By Terry Keller

Artificial Intelligence is no longer science fiction – it’s fast becoming science fact.
Also known as “AI,” the technology that enables computers to learn and respond for themselves and accomplish tasks without human guidance has made tremendous strides in recent years and is now poised to have
a significant impact on all aspects of society, including the automotive repair industry.
The auto repair industry is, historically, willing and adaptable to change, yet the next wave of technology will
be the most disruptive shift we’ve ever seen. The current rate of change is accelerating at an unprecedented
speed and shop owners who survive and thrive must, sooner rather than later, adopt new ways to manage
their business and maximize profits in order to stay competitive.
Smart Machines Have Arrived
Artificial Intelligence is embedded in the day-to-day activities of several industries, most notably in health care
where the technology is being utilized to make complex diagnoses on patients and even perform surgeries. A
machine known as a Smart Tissue Autonomous Robot (STAR) was recently able to perform a basic surgery
on a pig better and faster than human doctors, marking a true breakthrough in the field of AI-driven medical
robotics.
Prosthetics manufacturers recently produced a cybernetic hand outfitted with small cameras that were able to
react and trigger appropriate digital movements almost identical to that of a human hand.
Meanwhile, medical industry-specific apps such as Zocdoc are now able to instantly verify patients’ insurance
claims by using an AI-guided algorithm that deciphers and understands the complex procedures and checkpoints associated with the process.
Tech giants like Google are at the forefront of using AI in data management, with “narrow AI” already in wide
use on their search engine. The company’s Google DeepMind Health is an AI-based program, which dynamically mines medical records and symptoms in order to optimize and expediate the process of retrieving important information that doctors can use to treat patients more effectively.
Tiny cameras guided by AI-infused computers navigating tight spaces and making thousands of computations
and producing a diagnosis in just a few seconds?
Insurance claims and important diagnosis data being processed at lightning fast speeds by highlysophisticated AI-based algorithms?
It’s not hard to see these kinds of technology coming online quickly in the auto repair industry.
We Have Seen a Rudimentary Form of AI Before
Understanding how AI works can be likened to the transition from carburetors and “points” ignition systems of
the ‘70s and before. These systems used physical and mechanical means of mixing air and fuel and managing ignition timing. They worked okay for a century but were not efficient, especially under extreme conditions.
Electronic Control Module (ECM) managed fuel and ignition systems have given us less emissions, higher
fuel mileage and much more horsepower than the old ways ever could. Simplified, the computer processes
data flow from multiple sensors, and then signals actuators to do certain things. Machine learning (an important component of AI) collects data, processes and learns from it and teaches the computer what to do
with it in automating functions that humans used to do manually, mechanically in a much smarter, more efficient and consistent way.
The Dawn of a New Era
A recent example of AI in the auto industry includes automatic parking that led to the first steps of self-driving
cars. This innovative car-maneuvering system coordinated a vehicle’s steering angle and speed via omniview
(AKA “surround view”) technology, allowing cars to fit perfectly into a given space.
A few years later, advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS) came along, augmenting various vehicle components to make driving safer and more efficient. Cars equipped with ADAS elements adapt to driving conditions instinctively, detecting potential collisions and other hazards vis-à-vis a variety of data sources such as
radar, computer imaging and in-car networking. Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is a prime example of this
technology.
These and other technologies are perfecting the final steps towards self-driving.
(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 8)

vidson is a brand so strong, people will actually tattoo the Harley logo on their bodies. Consider Starbucks. People don’t say, “I’m going to get a cup of coffee.” They say, “I’m going to get a Starbucks.”
These two companies have a unique brand identity. They stand out among the rest.
Competition is a good thing. It makes you stronger. It makes the entire business world better. It forces
you to think about yourself and your brand. And by improving your brand, the customer benefits also
improve, which, in turn, makes your business more successful. Never fear competition; rather, you
should embrace it. Learn from it. But, remember, look for ways to set you apart from other businesses.
One last thing: Don’t focus on what you do. We all essentially do the same thing—oil services, brake
work, suspension, tires and more. Think about why you are in business. It’s your culture. Think about
what makes you special and communicate that to your customers and potential customers. Make that
special something your purple cow.
By the way, my son took first place in that tournament. Although every match was a challenge, the
two toughest matches were the final round and (you guessed it) his first match against a weaker opponent.
Ratchet+Wrench is the leading progressive media brand exclusively serving auto care center owners and operators through examining
in-depth real world struggles, successes and solutions from the industry. It provides our readers and users the inspiration, tools and
motivation to help them succeed in the auto care center industry.

(Continued from page 9)

Don’t Be Left Behind
So what does all of this mean to you as a shop owner or manager?
With so much changing in the way cars are produced and fixed, technicians and shop owners will need to
keep up with modern trends to survive in this highly-competitive profession.
Repair information and expertise on driver-assist technology have become commonplace in most repair
shops, and, as AI technology continues to evolve at an accelerated rate, technicians will need to be able to
diagnose and repair increasingly-sophisticated computer systems.
Methods by which cars are inspected are also changing dramatically. Just as medical professionals use
smart machines to perform diagnoses faster and more accurately, so too will auto repair technicians need
to become much more efficient through use of new tools and systems that cut admin, look-up and diagnose
time to stay competitive and to meet the effects of the ever-growing shortage of techs and higher overhead.
If you don’t have or know how to use the newest and best technology, you can bet competitors will be learning. AI will drive early adopters to successfully dominate their markets and the rest to suffer and fight over
the crumbs. Just look at Amazon vs. Sears and thousands of other brick and mortar retailers if you want
proof of this trend.
These new technologies are not like it was 20 and 30 years ago where the cost of new tools and diagnostic
equipment was so expensive it seemed impossible to ever bring in enough revenue from them to pay for
them let alone make a profit before they became outdated and had to be replaced. All this just so your customers didn’t end up at the shop down the street.
The cost of staying “tooled up” became so great that at one point I adopted the policy of making my team
show me and commit before the purchase to producing a sustained revenue stream from that tool, so we
could pay for it and produce a decent ROI. But the problem with most of these tools is they only produce
one source of revenue, which greatly lessens the chance to realize any kind of ROI.
There are new AI driven tools available today that have multiple revenue generating and cost savings
streams that raise the total ROI beyond any historical models of any kind, beyond any real financial risk.
And AI drives and insures each of the revenue streams automatically with simple settings, little oversight
and verifiable real-time reporting. The question of whether you can afford AI-driven technology to run your
shop is no longer relevant. The real question is, “How will I survive without it?”
Used with permission of ShopOwnerMag.com and Babcox Publications
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ASCCA Foothill Chapter 5 Member Benefits
In addition to the State-wide benefits shown in the “ASCCA Advantage,” these are additional
benefits available to Chapter 5 members.
1. A VERY LOUD POLITICAL VOICE. Individually, there isn't much we can do to shape legislation which will affect our industry,
but collectively, our united voices are STRONG, LOUD AND FOCUSED. Politicians and elected officials in state, county and city
governments listen to ASCCA when we talk, because we represent hundreds of members (& thousands of voters!) statewide. Often, the Bureau of Automotive Repair discusses with ASCCA rules and regulations under consideration to see how they will fit in
the real world of automotive repair.
2. SHOP TO SHOP NETWORKING. Our members don’t see each other as competition but as comrades in the industry, helping
each other to succeed. If you have a problem you can’t figure out, call one of our members who specializes in that area. They’ll be
glad to help you out.
3. INFORMATIVE MEETINGS. We hold Dinner Meetings on the first Tuesday evening of each month. Our meetings offer great
speakers, camaraderie, valuable information, and the latest news on what’s happening in the automotive repair industry. You also
get to network with other shop owners and exchange ideas, tips, techniques and short cuts. The monthly meal is included in your
dues, plus we have a long-standing special where you can bring your spouse or business partner at no charge! Our Chapter Board
of Directors schedules our programs and welcomes any suggestions you have on good speakers! Contact the chapter office with
your suggestions. For the location and current speaker, look on the last page of this newsletter.
4. CHAPTER SEMINARS. The Foothill Chapter Board of Directors and our Seminar Committee Chair, Raul Salgado of Raul’s
Auto Repair in Azusa and Covina, keeps us informed on seminars on business management and technical subjects for our shop
owner members and their technicians. Cost is minimal and sometimes free. This is a tremendous member benefit for you and your
employees! Give Raul your ideas and suggestions for seminars & we will try to schedule the seminars you want. (626) 339-7566
5. MONTHLY & QUARTERLY NEWSLETTERS. We send out an environmentally-friendly monthly email newsletter with helpful
and informative articles, tech tips, contact lists and information, upcoming events, reports on recent events and vendor ads & information. Once a quarter you’ll receive the newsletter from the State Association Office.
6. THE FOOTHILL CHAPTER WEBSITE. This Foothill Chapter website at http://www.asc5.com/ lists members by city. It also lists
upcoming seminars and meetings. Contact Joseph Appler at ascca.05@gmail.com with questions or suggestions for the chapter
web site.
7. CHAPTER JOB BANK. The Foothill Chapter has established is own Job Bank Network for member shops. If you have a qualified applicant you can’t use, or if you need to hire someone, send a summary email to ascca.05@gmail.com & your information will
be forwarded to the entire Chapter 5 membership.
8. CHAPTER ASE LENDING LIBRARY Call Darren Gilbert at (626-282-0644) or email him at gilbertmotors@yahoo.com for more
information.
9. CHAPTER SOCIALS. Our Socials Chairman, Jack Scrafield (818) 769-2334, arranges outstanding social events for us throughout the year. We've visited JPL, the J. Paul Getty Museum, had many “Day at the Races” at Santa Anita Race Track, toured the
Autry Museum of Western Heritage, taken a murder mystery train ride including a delicious dinner, attended the races at Irwindale
Speedway, had bowling dinner parties at Montrose Bowl, had several excellent parties, and toured the J. P. Nethercutt Collection
of beautiful classic automobiles. Jack would like to hear from you with your suggestions for future social events.
10. ASCCA NET PRESENCE. ASCCA has established a home page at http://www.ascca.com/ The ASC web page has three
target audiences: 1) ASC members now have a quick, easy reference on their computer to keep them abreast of what is occurring
in the state association and within the automotive repair industry; 2) California shops that are not ASC members can learn more
about the advantages of being an ASC member; and 3) California consumers looking for honest, reputable repair facilities can find
a list of ASC members quickly and easily on the ASC web pages. All ASC members statewide are listed. Soon, your shop website
will be able to have a link on the State site.
11. FREE CPA CONSULTS. All ASCCA Chapter 5 members are entitled to a half-hour of free telephone consultation each month
from chapter member Norm Blieden, CPA. The service is not limited to shop business though Norm has extensive experience in
shop-related matters. This member benefit can save you a ton of money and a lot of headaches. Call Norm at 626-440-9511.
Why try to succeed alone, and re-invent the wheel? Partner with others on the same path and learn from them, as well as
teach them what you have learned. If you have questions about how to access these benefits, contact the Chapter 5
office at ascca.05@gmail.com. or 626-296-6961.
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How ASCCA Dues work in Chapter 5
Membership in ASCCA is on an annual basis.
 Regular membership dues in ASCCA Chapter 5 are $800/yr. Associate membership dues are $895/yr.
 $400 goes to the Chapter
 The remaining portion goes to the State Association
 When memberships are held in multiple chapters, only the original membership pays the full State Associ-

ation dues. Additional members pay reduced State dues of $250/yr. All memberships pay full chapter dues.

 Annual payment is due in the Sacramento office on January 1 of each year.
 Payment plans are available upon approval by the Chapter & State Association. With all payment plans,

automatic credit card payments or ACH are now required. There is a $2.00 transaction fee for these payments. (Chapter 5 will cover the transaction fees for our members.)
 Semi-annually: Due: January 1 & July 1
 Quarterly: Due: January 1, April 1, July 1, October 1
 Monthly: Due the first of each month

 If payment is not received according to the agreed-upon schedule, dues immediately become delinquent.
 If a member reaches 90 days delinquent, their ASCCA membership may be cancelled.

What do you get for your dues? (This is the “short” list. See the ASCCA Advantage flyer for the full list.)
 Amazing connection with your peers in the automotive industry.
 Older shop owners who have gone ahead & you can benefit from what they’ve learned.
 Newer shop owners who need to learn from what you’ve experienced.
 A loud voice to the legislators who are passing laws which have a direct effect on how you can operate

your business.

 Opportunities to meet the legislators with power in numbers. (They will listen better.)
 Great discounts from endorsed vendors (see the ASCCA Advantage flyer) which will more than make up

for your dues costs.

 Timely communications regarding what’s going on in the industry.
 Access to seminars & classes at an ASCCA discounted rate.
 Monthly dinner meetings with special speakers who know our industry. Dinner at the regular meetings for

you and your spouse or business partner is included in your chapter dues. ($600/yr. value.)

 Monthly e-newsletters with important, educational, & sometimes entertaining information that is designed

to improve your bottom line.

 30 minutes a month of free legal counsel.
 30 minutes a month of free accounting counsel.

What happens when you don’t pay your dues on time?
 Association resources have to be spent to collect your outstanding dues.
 Association activities & effectiveness are reduced.
 The Association loses a valuable voice.
 (This is why we recommend automatic payments on all payment plans.)

Foothill 5 Forum
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Chapter 5 Associate Members
BG Products

Abe Chavira

805-857-5065 abec@petrospecsbg.com

Dorman Products

Frank Alviso

951-206-7023 falviso@dormanproducts.com

Frederick Blum Insurance

Fred Blum

626-401-1300 blum4@pacbell.net

Hanson Distributing Company, Inc

Dan Hanson

626-448-4683 hansonmrktg@aol.com

Hawley Insurance Services

Bruce Hawley

714-865-2907 bruce@hawleyinsuranceservices.com

Highpoint Distributing

Tim Huddleston

805-584-0030 huddle5@sbcglobal.net

Jasper Engines & Transmissions

Randy Lewis

909-717-9950 rlewis@jasperengines.com

Jeff Chin Diagnostics

Jeff Chin

818-929-9444 jchin.autologic@gmail.com

Mark Christopher Auto Center

Steve Johnson

909-975-3919 sjohnson@markchristopher.com

Drive

Robert Spitz

818-500-9631 rspitz@managementsuccess.com

Mitchell 1 Software

Frank Joel

818-326-0602 fjoel@ix.netcom.com

Norm Blieden CPA

Norm Blieden

626-440-9511 norm@bliedencpa.com

RKM Insurance Agency

Ernie Arciniega

818-243-2651 ernie@rkmins.com

SC Fuels & Lubes

Dennis Giardina

310-722-3357 giardinad@scfuels.com

Van de Pol Oil

Wes Powell

562-236-1000 wpowell@ineedoil.com

Be sure to use the Anyvite electronic invitation to RSVP.
If you didn’t receive it, contact the Chapter 5 office at
ascca.05@gmail.com

Foothill 5 Forum
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ASCCA CODE OF ETHICS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

To promote good will between the motorist and the automotive industry.
To have a sense of personal obligation to each individual customer.
To perform high quality service at a fair and just price.
To employ the best skilled personnel obtainable.
To use only proven merchandise of high quality, distributed by reputable
firms.
To itemize all parts and adjustments in the price charged for services
rendered.
To retain all parts replaced for customer inspection, if so requested.
To uphold the high standards of our profession and always seek to correct
any and all abuses within the automotive industry.
To uphold the integrity of all members.
To refrain from advertisement which is false or misleading or likely to
confuse or deceive the customer.

Chapter 5 Lending Library
(Another Benefit of Membership in ASCCA5)

To use this free service, call Darren Gilbert at (626) 282-0644 or email him at gilbertmotors@yahoo.com and tell him
which study guides you would like to check out. He will bring the books to the next General Meeting for you to pick up,
and you then leave your credit card information as a guarantee. You are responsible for any damage or loss of the
study guide. The guides must be returned to Darren at the next General Meeting or by mail. It’s that simple!

C 1 - Automotive Consultant
A 1 - Automotive Engine Repair
A 2 - Automotive Trans/Trans Axle
A 4 - Automotive Drivetrain
A 4 - Automotive Suspension/Steering
A 5 - Automotive Brakes
A 6 - Automotive Electrical/Electronic
A 7 - Automotive Heating/Air Conditioning
A 8 - Automotive Engine Performance
A9 - Diesel
L 1 - Advanced Engine Performance
L 2 - Med/H.D Truck Electronic Diesel
P1P2P3P4-

Parts Specialist Med/H.D Truck Dealership
Parts Specialist Automobile
Parts Specialist Truck Brakes
Parts Specialist General Motors

P 9 - Med/H.D. Truck Suspension & Steering
X 1 - Car/Light Duty Truck Exhaust Systems
B 2 - Auto body Collision Repair - Painting/Refinishing
B 3 - Auto body Collision - Non Structural Analysis
B 4 - Auto Body Collision - Structural Analysis
Foothill 5 Forum

B 5 - Auto Body Collision - Mech/Electrical Components
B 6 - Auto Body Collision - Damage Analysis/ Estimating
F 1 - Alternate Fuels - Light Vehicle Compressed Natural Gas
M.M. - Engine Machinist Series
E 2 - Truck Equipment - Electrical/Electronic Systems
S1S2S3S4S5S6S7-

School Bus School Bus School Bus School Bus School Bus School Bus School Bus -

Body/ Special Equipment
Diesel Engine
Drivetrain
Brakes
Suspension/Steering
Electrical/ Electronic
Air Conditioning

T1T2T3T4T5T6T7T8-

Med/H.D. Truck - Gasoline Engines
Med/H.D. Truck - Diesel Engines
Med/H.D. Truck - Drive Train
Med/H.D. Truck - Brakes
Med/H.D. Truck - Suspension/ Steering
Med/H.D. Truck - Electrical/Electronic Systems
Med/H.D. Truck - Heating/ A.C. Systems
Med/H. D. Truck - Preventive Maintenance
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ASCCA Chapter 5 2019 Board of Directors
Board of Directors

Executive Board
2016
President………...…………Kirk Haslam
Phone……………………. (626) 793-5656
Email…...advancemuffler1234@gmail.com
Vice-President………….Tim Chakarian
Phone……………………. (626) 792-9222
Email…….…………….tim@bmwphd.com
Secretary…………………..Craig Johnson
Phone
……………….. (626) 810-2281
Email……...……...…...cjauto@verizon.net
Treasurer…………...………...Jim Ward
Phone……………….……. (626) 357-8080
Email………..……..jim@wardservice.com

Randy Lewis…………..….... (909) 717-9950
Gene Morrill…………..…… (626) 963-0814
Darren Gilbert………...……. (626) 282-0644
Johanna Reichert…………… (626) 792-9222
Jack Scrafield ……..…….…. (818) 769-2334
Mike Bedrossian………..….. (626) 765-6190
Dave Label………..…….….. (626) 963-1211

Chapter Rep

Jack Scrafield ……...……..….(818)769-2334

Committee Chairs

Seminars…….. Tim Chakarian….(626) 792-9222
Socials……….. Jack Scrafield…..(818) 769-2334
Programs……..Tim Chakarian….(626) 792-9222

Chapter Staff
Membership & Administration…..Joseph Appler
Phone…….…………….……..…(626) 296-6961
Text………………………………(818)482-0590
Email…..…………….....….ascca.05@gmail.com

Chapter Contact Information
Mailing Address:
1443 E. Washington Blvd. #653
Pasadena, CA 91104-2650

Phone: (626)296-6961
Text: (818)482-0590
email: ascca.05@gmail.com
Website: http://www.ascca5.com

Associate Member Board Rep.
Randy Lewis………………(909) 717-9950

ASCCA State Contacts

Government Offices/Contacts

State Office in Sacramento……………….....……….….(800) 810-4272
President
John Eppstein………………………...……...….... (619) 280-9315
Executive Director
Gloria Peterson...(800) 810-4272 x104 or

GPeterson@amgroup.us

Deputy Executive Director
Matthew Peralta....(800) 810-4272 x131 or

MPeralta@amgroup.us

Manager Digital and Social Media
Sarah Austin….....(800) 810-4272 x110 or

SAustin@amgroup.us

Membership Services
Karissa Groff.(800) 810-4272 x133 or

KGoff@amgroup.us

Accounting Executive
Nito Goolan…….....(800) 810-4272 x103 or NGoolan@amgroup.us
Events Manager
Rachel Hickerson.(800) 810-4272 x109 or rhickerson@amgroup.us
Communications Manager
Ryan King……...........(800) 810-4272 x122 or RKing@amgroup.us
ASCCA Attorney
Jack Molodanof ....................…(916) 447-0313 or Jack@mgrco.org

Government Offices/Contacts
President Donald Trump.………………………………………….( R )
Phone
………………………………………………(202) 456-1111
Fax………………………………………………….. (202) 445-4633

US Senator Kamala Harris………………………………………. ( D )
Phone
…………………………………………… (916) 448 - 2787
Email
…………………………………..senator@harris.senate.gov
US Senator Dianne Feinstein…………………………………….. ( D )
Phone
…………………………………………….. (310) 914-7300
Email
………………………………senator@feinstein.senate.gov
US Rep Judy Chu………………………………………..……….. (D-27)
Phone
…………………………………………….. (626) 304-0110
US Rep Adam Schiff……………………………………..…..
(D-28)
Phone
…………………………………………….. (818) 450-2900
CA Senator Connie M. Leyva.………………………………...…. (D-20)
Phone
………………………………………………(909) 888-5360
CA Senator Susan Rubio….………………………………...…. (D-22)
Phone
………………………………………………(626) 430-2499
CA Senator Maria Elena Durazo...………….…………………. (D-24)
Phone
………………………………………………(213) 483-9300
CA Senator Anthony J. Portantino……………………...….
(D-25)
Phone
………………………………………………(818) 409-0400
CA Senator Ling Ling Chang……………..………………………(R-29)
Phone
………………………………………………(714) 671-9474
CA Assembly Luz Rivas……...……………………………………(D-39)
Phone
………………………………………………(818) 504-3911
Email
…………..…….Assemblymember.Rivas@assembly.ca.gov
CA Assembly Chris Holden………………………………………..(D-41)
Phone
………………………………………………(626) 351-1917
Email
……………….Assemblymember.Holden@assembly.ca.gov
CA Assembly Laura Friedman..……………………………...……..(D-43)
Phone
………………………………………….……(818) 558-3043
Email
…………….Assemblymember.Friedman@assembly.ca.gov
CA Assembly Jessie Gabriel………...……………….……..…..…….(D-45)
Phone
………………………………………………(818) 904-3840
Email…….…….…….......Assemblymember.Gabriel@assembly.ca.gov
CA Assembly Adrin Nazarian..……………………….……..……….(D-46)
Phone
………………………………………………(818) 376-4246
Email…….…….…….....Assemblymember.Nazarian@assembly.ca.gov
CA Assembly Blanca E. Rubio...………………………...….………..(D-48)
Phone
……………………………………………….(626) 940-4457
Email……………….….Assemblymember.Rubio@assembly.ca.gov
CA Assembly Ed Chau….………………………………...….………..(D-49)
Phone
……………………………………………….(323) 264-4949
Email…………………...….Assemblymember.Chau@assembly.ca.gov

Governor Gavin Newsom…………………………………...………. ( D )
Phone
………………………………………………(916) 445-2841
Web…………………………………..…..http://www.govmail.ca.gov
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ASCCA
Foothill Chapter 5
August 2018
2019

Join us for our August 6 Meeting at
Mijares Mexican Restaurant!!!
David Fischer of California Employer’s Services will be with us to help us
know how to be pro-active when it comes to the myriad of regulations
we are subject to in California as auto repair shops.
The reality is that what you don't know really can hurt you!
Menu:

Taco/Tostada Buffet
Soda & Coffee
Beer & wine available

Where:

Mijares Mexican Restaurant
145 Palmetto Drive
Pasadena, CA 91105
Phone: (626) 792-2763

When:

Tuesday, August 6, 2019
6:30 PM – Social/Networking/Dinner
7:00 PM – Program
9:00 PM – Finish

Cost:
•
•
•

No Charge to Regular or Associate
Chapter Member, Business Partner, Spouse
or Significant Other (max 2 per member)
No Charge for Potential Members
$25/ea. for Service Advisors and all others

Directions
From the 210 & 134 Junction in Pasadena: Go South on
the 210/710 Spur towards California/Del Mar/110; Exit
on California, turn left; Left again at the first light; Pass
Palmetto (the first street on the right) & turn in to the
Mijares parking lot; If the lot is full, park on the street

UPCOMING MEETINGS & EVENTS
Sep 3 - Jack Molodanof at Mijares
Sep 7 & 8 - Team Weekend at Gustafson
Brothers Automotive, Huntington Beach

Foothill 5 Forum

Oct 1 - Oktoberfest at Montrose Bowl
Nov 5 - BAR Chief, Pat Dorais at Mijares
Dec 7 - Chapter Holiday Party
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